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Introduction  

The digitalization of India attested to the distinction for it digital 
advancement. Digital marketing triumph over fast market growth. Digital 
growth successfully channelized digital customers for instantaneous 
awareness and engagement with websites.SEO(search engine 
optimization) catapult websites for rapid and eyeshot attention for engaging 
the customers. Technical sphere of influence articulate on the subject that 
the process of treatment conducted by SEO that is cataloging and 
positioning websites via search engines for customers engagement. 
Intensification of the internet habit in households considerably captures the 
demand of Indian customers, set in motion fingers of customers on 
keyboards and engaging website for satisfying needs. Digital marketing 
acts as structured, streamlined, synergetic, system engineered activity that 
crafts the business of corporates for acquiring multiple customers with 
revenue in one go. Propulsion of research plunks on the nervous tension of 
statistical substantiation of dynamic data of the consumer on different 
internet-based platforms. Active users of Facebook are escalating with 
approx users nearby 2 billion, and Google gallops with active users on the 
roads on the internet by bonus than five hundred million 
Review of Literature  

According to (Tiago & Verissimo,2014)secondary gains that are 
pointed out for digital marketing by the people are handy in the application, 
firms initiatives in communication for both environments improves, 
acquaintance domain has shown expansion. Experts assert for internet 
advantages in the area of customers familiarity and demography. 
Suggested by (Mort & Drennan, 2002)cellular phone scientific knowledge 
proposes customers about the benefits of increased & in sequence 
interface with the world wide web, individualize chances for shopper 
interface. According to (Smith,2012) internet mass advertising created a 
muddle that results in the end user get suffocated by internet market space 
and selling activities.suggested by (Heinonen & Strandvik,2007) if the 
customer's stopover is due to straight promotional activity is through the 
cellular handset about the artifact & fresh propositions in short messages 
customers really appreciate this phenomenon. Illustrated & reviewed by 
(Dominici, 2009) that four marketing mix product, price, place & promotion 
are especially fundamental and taken account of these in their 
sculpts.According to (Lilien et al. 2002) full deployment of operating 
systems and make use of well-connected networks have mended it into hi-
tech computerized set-up facts based advantage. Suggested by 
(Kucuk,2011) accessible by computers group of people via the internet as 

Abstract 
This research is an analytical manifestation of illustrating the 

three key point indicators by logistic regression. Three major points of the 
study are downloads, online inquiries & purchases. The learning by 
statistical computations endeavors for expressing the variables 
(dependent variable) endow the rate for (independent variable). While 
exercising SEO in practice is how much single variable forecast an 
additional. This study contributes the gelling effect between the variables. 
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 these societies have laid down the well-knitted 

structure for organizations & buyer joint venture to an 
understandable level. These internet plugged 
societies provides added advantages for business to 
power the buyer's trustworthiness in addition to it is 
having a significant impact on website development & 
enhancement. Suggested by (Erragcha & Romdhane, 
2014) chipping in for market-based activity endow 
with different extra mediums and be confident for 
further dialogue & networked element during an 
environment of proximity. As mentioned by (Csordas 
et al.,2014) their ought to revolutionize in the 
corporate with a well-built academic structure is 
required for resting on for internet community 
medium. According to (Perttula,2011) price and 
related gains study in online community media is 
stalwartly supported due to its utility. Suggested by 
(Negricea & Purcarea, 2017) merit company be 
capable of in internet expertise is for the analysis of 
inventive & drive design and also fine-tune with it. 
Suggested (Yaneva,2018) emphasized the 
modification of precedence for network piece of 
writing & the work of digital technology stage to keep 
hold of business and the customers. According to 
(Lucian, 2018) internet inside souk necessitate for 
engrossed and extensive growth keeping in view for 
the prospects that are the merits of the new internet 
civilization. According to (Criveanu & Popescu, 2018) 
the essential technique for internet marketplace is 
solitary en route to solitary merchandizing, the value 
of any product revolutionize in respect with 
transforming consumers tendency, a range related to 
demand with their cost and occurrence. According to 
(Klapper,2017) industrialist, captain of industry & 
business persons is not as much as identifying the 
stages of money in addition to members of staff 
formulate a stiff environment for know-how for 
financial internet practices successfully. Literature 
review suggests communicational aspects by 
managers, technological advancements for procuring 
money-making business, pricing parameters of digital 
selling with industrialist thrust for indulgence in 
performing the digital technology for profit 
maximization and customer retention. 
Research Methodology 

Aforementioned arithmetical study for digital 
marketing slithers on primary & secondary statistics. 
Samples got its position when regulated by 
Convenience sampling towards the sample structure 
that is (family). Logistic regression approach is 
consecrated to appreciate the statistical clout in 
variables. Interview procedures are administered in 
the evening hours to maximize peaceful and 
interactive environment with respondents for statistical 
participation. Elaborations on the topic were induced 
by the interface(interviewer) on research to maintain 
focus on formal and informal converse. Cultivation of 
reply to online inquiries, downloads & purchases is 
taken into testing, only when the respondents are 
having internet connections of unlimited data usages. 
Extension of study additional focus on thoughtfulness 
on internet passion of surfing with an element for 
digital buying. 
 

Objective of the Study 

The study is an attempt to suggest the scale 
of an instance of online inquiries through logistic 
regression. 
Statistical Table & Analysis 

1. Variables in the equation table correspond to step 
0 constant,  Wald statistic assessment is (.034), 
at significance value (.853) & Exp(B)(1.071). 
Wald value is significant to stir the study to a 
subsequent phase. 

2. Variables not in the equation table, steer the 
research for estimating with a significance of 
downloaded as (.016) & time to engage on the 
website(.000). The analogy of these values of the 
independent variables at the moment facilitates 
acceptance. With these satisfactory values, the 
odds for online inquiries are now calculable. 
Independent variable is essential for further 
computations and supports the dependent 
variable(online queries). 

3. Block 1 method equals enter, at this juncture 
downloads & time engaging on the website are 
taken into relation in the testing, the omnibus 
tests of model coefficients in this application 
tabulated the present statistical value of chi-
square is (27.818) with the significance (.000), be 
a sign of existing model characterize by a shrink 
in deviation from the commencing model. 
Arithmetically we can state the current model is 
enhanced & robust than the commencing model. 

4. Now redirecting the center of attention towards 
the cox & Snell R2(0.617) and Nagelkerke R2 ( 
.823) the inferring statistical values are 
arithmetically strong. Strength deduces the 
fitness of model as sophisticated & acceptable. 

5. Classification table address for more than 90% 
accurate predictions. 

6. Exponential of B-coefficients which summits 
positive values suggests progress is approaching 
for the high category. The research proposes that 
if any person practice downloading the time 
engaging on the website never changes, it will be 
identical. On the other measurement, the odds 
related to online inquiries will be strengthened by 
(134.251) & 1 min supplementary engaging on 
the website could go ahead to an increase in 
online question by (2.119). 

Conclusion  

At this point, we preserve and bring to a 
result of a study that if the habit of internet usage & 
engagement of customers through the websites gets 
a hold with the same increasing order people must 
indulge in buying. An added consideration that 
furthermore introspects is for the dependency of 
digital marketing strategies on customers traits. 
Customers go all the way through acquisitions and 
spending moments on digital contents for saving time 
and hassles of traditional marketing practices. 
Suggestions  

Corporate digital marketers precondition the 
strategy for marketing by innovating scheme of digital 
marketing. Project decisively connects with the 
indispensable intermediate index for SEO with the 
intention of stature, sincerity & site linking for being 
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 acquired through customers and generate a 

competitive superiority. The magnitude of offers & 
discounts is a recommendation for connecting with 
customers. The intrinsic instrument is changing 
competitive strategies & selling approach. 
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